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Short communication

A mutation in the glycine binding pocket of the N-methyl-D-aspartate
receptor NR1 subunit alters agonist efficacy
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Abstract

Alanine 714 of the NMDA receptor NR1 subunit resides in the glycine binding pocket. The Ala714Leu mutation substantially shifts
glycine affinity, but here no effect on antagonism by DCK is detected. Ala714Leu is also found to limit the efficacy of a partial agonist
without altering its apparent affinity. The differential sensitivity of Ala714Leu to glycine agonists suggests that alanine 714 may be an
intermediary in transducing the ligand binding signal. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Glycine and L-glutamate are both required to activate
w xthe NMDA receptor 6,7,12 . Although the relationship

w xbetween these two coagonists is complex 10,17 , much
progress has been made in defining the binding sites of
L-glutamate and glycine at the molecular level. A current
image of the NMDA receptor assigns each of the binding
sites to separate subunit members. L-glutamate activation is

w xdisrupted by mutations in NR2 subunits 9 , while numer-
ous studies of mutated residues in the NR1 subunit demon-
strate disturbances in the apparent affinity for the coago-

w xnist glycine 5,8,20,23 . The extracellular ligand-binding
portions of each subunit member are thought to exist in a

w x Ž .bilobate conformation 1,16 , with the first lobe S1 repre-
sented by portions of the amino terminus, and the second

Ž .lobe S2 composed largely of the region connecting the
M3 and M4 transmembrane domains. The recent crystal-
lization of a fusion protein constructed from a homologous

Ž .receptor i.e., iGluR2 offers a high resolution structural
w ximage of this model 1 .

ŽWe previously found that a quadruple mutation N710R,
.Y711R, E712A, A714L in the M3–M4 loop of the NR1

w xsubunit disrupts glycine binding 23 . Dichlorokynurenic
Ž .acid DCK is a high affinity competitive antagonist at the

w xglycine site of the NMDA receptor 4,13 . When measured
Ž .near their respective EC s for glycine see Table 1 ,50

analysis of DCK affinity revealed no difference between
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Žthe wild type and quadruple mutant receptors both IC s50
.s0.3 mM, see Fig. 1 and Table 1 . Application of the

Cheng–Prussoff equation led to indistinguishable estimates
Žof the affinity constants for DCK as well K ss0.16 mM,i

.Table 1 .
The residue dominant in conferring the shift in glycine

affinity in the quadruple mutant was the alteration of
w xalanine 714 to leucine 23 . Although the mutation

Ala714Cys did not induce a shift in the apparent affinity
for glycine, it was acutely sensitive to alteration by the

Ž .thiol-modifying reagent, dithionitrobenzoic acid DTNB .
Co-application of glycine, but not L-glutamate, with DTNB

Žcould protect A714C from modification by DTNB see
w x.Fig. 7 of Wood, et al. 23 . Unlike glycine, DCK was not

Ž .able to protect A714C from inhibition by DTNB Fig. 2 .
Thus, there is no evidence supporting the involvement of
alanine 714 in binding of DCK.

Ž . Ž ." -3-Amino-1-hydroxy-2-pyrrolidone HA-966 has
been used as a partial agonist at the glycine site of the

w xNMDA receptor 17–19 . We performed a comparative
analysis of the wild type receptor and the quadruple mu-

Žtant receptor employing HA-966 as a partial agonist Fig.
.3 . Although no significant difference in affinity was seen

between the wild type and mutant receptors, the quadruple
mutant displayed markedly reduced maximal activation
Ž . Ž .i.e., efficacy by HA-966 Table 2 . HA-966 affinity and
efficacy were examined for the individual point mutants
composing the quadruple mutant. The A714L mutant dis-
played the most prominent reduction in HA-966 efficacy
Ž .Fig. 3C and Table 2 .
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Table 1
DCK affinity

w x Ž . Ž .Construct Gly IC50 95% C.I. nH 95% C.I. Gly EC50 Kb
a bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .mM mM mM mM

NR1 1.5 0.31 0.15–0.64 1.67 0.7–2.6 1.6 0.16
N710R, Y711R, 500 0.32 0.21–0.48 0.99 0.7–1.3 530 0.16
E712A, A714L

a w xTaken from Wood et al. 23 .
b Ž Ž . .Derived from relationship described by Cheng and Prussoff, 1973. See D.A. Craig, TIPS 141 1993 89–91 .

Recently, a fusion protein forming a glutamate-receptor
ligand-binding core was crystallized. In that structure, the
residue analogous to A714 of NR1 is threonine 686 of

w xiGluR2 1 . T686 resides within the binding pocket for the
Žagonist in the S2 lobe i.e., kainate in the iGluR2 S1S2

.crystal . However, T686 is not a contact point for kainate,

Ž .Fig. 1. The quadruple NR1 mutation 710:NYEA ™RRAL does not
Žalter DCK affinity. Mutagenesis of NR1 a kind gift of Dr. S. Nakanishi

w x. w x15 and synthesis of in vitro cRNA was described previously 23 . The
Ž w x.´1 clone mouse NR2A, a kind gift of Dr. M. Mishina 14 was

coinjected into Xenopus laeÕis oocytes with NR1 constructs with mea-
w xsurements made 2–5 days later 22 . Whole cell agonist responses were

w xconducted as previously described 21 . Oocytes were held at y50 mV
and perfused continuously with a Mg2q- and Ca2q-free solution contain-

Ž .ing in mM : 100 NaCl, 5 KCl, 0.5 BaCl , and 10 HEPES, pH 7.4, 258C.2

Peak current responses and accompanying voltage measurements were
Ždetermined using PCLAMP hardware and software Axon Instruments,

. Ž .Burlingame, CA . Effective concentration at 50% EC and inhibitory50
Ž .concentrations at 50% IC values were calculated using the Graph Pad50

Ž .software package Graph Pad Software . All values are reported with the
95% confidence intervals generated by the Graph Pad models. DCK
inhibition was assessed in oocytes expressing either the NR1qNR2A
Ž .wild type or the quadruple mutation of NR1qNR2A combination. The
L-glutamate concentration was fixed at 100 mM for all experiments.
Glycine concentrations were fixed near the previously determined EC50

Ž .values: 1.5 mM for the wild type open circles and dashed line, ns3 ,
Ž .500 mM for the mutant filled triangles, ns5 combinations. Measure-

ments of the wild type combination were also performed at 500 mM
Ž . Žglycine filled circles, ns6 . Initial responses to agonist L-glutamateq
.glycine were determined. These were followed by measurements at test

concentrations of DCK and a final agonist-only measurement. DCK
inhibition was calculated by normalizing responses that included DCK to
responses preceding and following the inclusion of antagonist. Mean
responses and resulting dose–response curves are shown. Error bars
represent standard errors and are omitted when smaller than the symbol.

but instead forms a hydrogen bond with E402 in the S1
lobe, thereby stabilizing the agonist-bound conformation.
In previous work, we also concluded that A714 resided
within the glycine-binding pocket of the NMDA receptor,

w xbut did not represent a contact point for glycine 23 .
The major difficulty in interpreting changes in apparent

affinity following mutation of a receptor is distinguishing
Ž .between a mutation that affects agonist binding affinity

from a mutation that affects transduction of the binding
Ž .signal efficacy . For a careful review of this issue, see

w xColquhoun 2 . In the case of a ligand-gated ion channel,
the simplest model describes three states of the
receptorrchannel: unoccupied, agonist-occupiedrinactive,
and agonist-occupiedractive. If a mutation affects the

Ž .binding of agonist, it alters the first equilibrium i.e., K ;A

if it affects transduction, it alters the second equilibrium
Ž .i.e., E . However, for a highly efficacious agonist pos-
sessing a large E, a mutation that alters the second equilib-
rium will appear to affect the affinity by causing a shift in

Fig. 2. DCK does not protect NR1-A714C from DTNB modification.
ŽInitial responses to 100 mM L-Gluq100 mM Glyq100 mM DCK black

.bar were assessed in oocytes expressing the NR1-A714C mutantqNR2A
subunits. After stabilization of response, oocytes were exposed to contin-

Ž .uous application of 500 mM DTNB white bar . The mean and SEM of
Ž .the responses to agonist are represented by the filled squares ns3 . The

Ž .means were fit by a single exponential t s27 s, plateaus11% . The
open square displays the degree of protection offered by 100 mM glycine

Žafter 5 min of exposure to 500 mM DTNB in a similar experiment see
w x.Ref. 23 .
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Fig. 3. Activation by HA-966 is diminished in the quadruple mutation of
NR1. Representative traces of whole cell responses of the wild type

Ž . Ž .receptor A and quadruple mutation of NR1 B are shown. Normalizing
Ž .concentrations of agonist 100 mM L-Gluq100 mM Gly are shown as

Žblack bars with test responses to increasing concentrations of HA-966 10
.mM, 100 mM, 2 mM, and 5 mM q100 mM L-Glu shown as open bars.

Scale bars represent 10 s and 1 mA for the wild type receptor and 2 mA
Ž .for the quadruple mutant. C Dose–response curves for the wild type

Ž . Ž .open circles , quadruple NR1 mutant open triangles , and the NR1-
Ž .A714L mutant closed circles are shown. Symbols represent mean

responses calculated as in Fig. 1. Error bars represent standard errors.

w xthe EC50 2 . The A714L mutation did reduce the apparent
affinity for the full agonist glycine, as measured by the

w x ŽEC50 23 . Now, using a less efficacious agonist i.e.,

.HA-966 , we find no change in affinity for a partial
agonist and significant reduction in the efficacy as a result
of the A714L mutation. Such a phenotype is predicted for

w xa transduction mutant 2 . The lack of effect on antagonism
by DCK further supports the idea that this region is not
involved in directly binding glycine.

This pharmacological profile described thus far suggests
that the role of A714 in NR1 may be the transduction step
of NMDA receptor activation. A714 of NR1 is equivalent
to residue T686 in iGluR2. T686 is also found within the
ligand binding site and forms a hydrogen bond with E402

w xin the agonist-bound conformation 1 . Thus, it is likely
that T686 of iGluR2 stabilizes the agonist-occupiedractive
conformation of the receptor, and thereby promotes chan-
nel opening. So, although residue T686 is not a contact
point for glutamate, it may contribute to the molecular
determinants for agonist efficacy in iGluR2. Based on the
data presented here, we propose that the domain containing
A714 in NR1 also contributes to agonist efficacy by
stabilizing the agonist-bound conformation.

Ž .The necessity for two agonists L-glutamate and glycine
increases the theoretical complexity of NMDA receptor

w xactivation 3,11 . The mechanics that underlie subunit in-
teractions are also unknown. These limitations narrow our
ability to interpret mutagenesis data. However, despite
these limitations, the data presented here contribute to
understanding the pharmacological characteristics of the
NMDA receptor. Moreover, this type of analysis in con-
junction with the static views generated from crystal struc-
tures may assist in developing a dynamic image of a
functioning receptor.
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Table 2
Apparent affinities for glycine and HA-966

Ž . Ž .Construct HA-966 95% C.I. Alpha % n Glycine affinity
aŽ .affinity mM

NR1 298 200–450 21"2.4 11 1.6
N710R, Y711R, 159 110–230 4.9"0.8 6 530
E712A, A714L
N710R 149 40–520 24"7 6 3.5
Y711R 122 44–340 23"6 5 3.6
E712A 78 20–310 22"6 5 4.3
A714L 532 120–2300 7"2.5 9 100

a w xFrom Wood et al. 23 .
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